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TOM THOROGOOD

RIZZLE Kicks are
branching out.
The duo, Harley Sylvester
and Jordan Stephens, have
a string of new projects in
the pipeline and a single,
Tell Her, which is more
disco than hip-hop.
Rather than the rapping he is
known for, instead Jordan sings
on the song, as does Harley.
He says: “I’m definitely not
going to stop rapping, but at the
moment rap as a culture just
kind of does my head in.
“I’m not listening to it any
more. In the UK I hear a lot of
imitation of US rap and I don’t
feel inspired by it.
“And more importantly, rap
has taken a decline in terms of
its mainstream appeal.
“I started to realise I can sing.
It’s liberating, it’s an evolution
and it’s fun.”
Harley, always the quieter of
the two, chips in: “Jordan’s got
a great voice and people should
hear it more. Tell Her is some
hybrid singing thing.”
The summery, soulful song was
recorded earlier this year with
Ben Cullum, brother of Jamie.
Jordan says: “I was filming a
TV show and Harley used the
time to go into the studio and
start creating some new stuff.
“Tell Her was part of the first
batch and obviously it sounded
wicked on demo, with the beat
and his verse.
“Harley took the idea to Ben
Cullum and it worked out really
well.”
The Rizzles also have a near-
finished album of more funky,
soulful material, like Tell Her,
from sessions with Ben and their
own live band.

‘We’re family now –
Premier’s cool’

Jordan reveals: “We have seven
or eight demos, then loads of
choruses and unfinished beats.
We made, like, ten demos live
with the band too.
“Making an album is a
continuous journey.”
The boys also have hip-hop
tracks ready from a New York
session with DJ Premier but the
album has no release date yet.
Gang Starr producer Premier
is responsible for the beats on
rap classics by Nas, Jay-Z and
The Notorious B.I.G.
Harley says: “We’re family
now, he’s really cool. His team
like working with us and they
enjoy our company.”
Jordan continues: “There’s no
bitter vibes because we went in
a different direction and haven’t
used the songs yet.
“Recently we said, ‘Why don’t
we drop it for free?’ and if we
do that we don’t have to
worry about paying for
samples.”
Fans are less likely to hear the
songs they made with Pharrell
Williams for their last album,
Roaring 20s, in 2013.
The tracks were made before
Pharrell made his “comeback”
with Get Lucky, Blurred Lines
and Happy — since when his
fees have gone through the roof.
Harley says: “They’re just
gonna be way too expensive to
use.” And Jordan adds: “It’s a
shame but it was my call not to
put them on the last album.
“I stand by it. You can’t put a
price on something that’s in the
universe for ever.”
Then there is the big question
of solo material. The boys look
coy when asked about going
their separate ways, at least for
a temporary break. After a long
pause, Jordan says: “Stuff will

be in the stratosphere.
We do make music individually,
that’s about it.”
The solo projects they will
both talk about involve acting
rather than music.
First, Harley plays Adam in
The Guvnors, a British gangster
film co-starring David Essex
which is released this month.
Affable, laid back and softly
spoken, he is clearly playing
against type.
He says: “Adam is evil, man.
All he cares about is getting
respect. He’s an evil guy but you
kind of sympathise with him.
“It was exhausting to be that
evil for a month straight, but I
think people will be surprised
by it.
“I’d done a lot of acting before

but it was nice to jump back
into it at a good level. It was a
brilliant experience.”
Meanwhile Jordan stars in
Glue, an E4 drama series from
Jack Thorne, who has written
for Skins, Shameless and This Is
England.

‘There’s an idea I’ve
got for a TV series’
He says: “It’s a crime drama
based in a village. A murder
occurs and the whole village
kind of goes nuts.
“It’s based around a group of
six friends and I get to provide
comic relief among a dark story.
“They took a chance on me,
cos they were finding it hard to

cast the character. I had no
intention of acting, I wanted to
write and direct.
“Then I got the script and
thought, ‘If I’m ever going to
act, it should be this part.’”
Despite the talk of solo work,
it is clear during our chat that
Harley and Jordan’s friendship is
as strong as ever, so there is
little chance Rizzle Kicks will
split any time soon.
Even so, Jordan adds: “I still
want to write something for
Harley to act in. There’s an idea
I’ve got for a TV series but you
know, nowadays I think maybe I
could star in it.”
l Tell Her is out now. The
Guvnors is in cinemas on August 29
and Glue begins on E4 in
September.

ROYAL BLOOD –
Figure It Out: The
raw energy and
bluesy overtones of
this stomping new
single are reminiscent of the
White Stripes and Death
From Above. Much like
Jack and Meg, Mike Kerr
and Ben Thatcher make
one hell of an expressive
noise for just two people. 4

BASEMENT JAXX ft ETML
– Never Say Never: Breezy
piano house with an uplift-
ing bridge and soulful
vocals courtesy of London
singer EDML. This is the
lead single from the duo’s
upcoming album Junto. 3.5
THE 1975 – Heart Out: New
wave-inspired guitar-pop
from the chart-topping
Manchester band. The
current trend for Eighties-
style sax solos is getting
very old. 3
LANA DEL REY –
Ultraviolence: A lush
strings-infused soundscape
fails to pull this typically
morose track out of dreary
territory, with Del Rey’s
vocals even more drowsy
than ever. 3
ALOE BLACC – Hello
World: This sentimental
track sounds like it has
been tailor-made to
accompany a mobile phone
advert, with every heart-
warming, feelgood box
carefully ticked. 2.5
LITTLE DRAGON – Pretty
Girls: The pared-down
electronic production and
sombre vocals from
frontwoman Yukimi Nagano
combine to wonderfully
atmospheric effect. 3.5
SLOW CLUB – The Pieces:
The whimsical production
and vocals that drift in and
out of falsetto make this
track a dead ringer for
some of Arcade Fire’s more
recent stuff. 3.5
DAVID GUETTA ft SAM
MARTIN – Lovers On The
Sun: Brooding vocals and
an ominous guitar hook
inevitably erupt towards the
end into one of the super-
star DJ’s synth-heavy floor-
fillers. 3

GEORGE MICHAEL –
Feeling Good: Michael
pulls off this classic track
with the help of a big band
in true crooner style. This is
taken from his live album
Symphonica, which came
out earlier this year. 3
FLORRIE – Little White
Lies: Big, powerful pop
music in the manner of
Robyn or Foxes. This single
is from Florrie’s latest EP
Sirens. 3

POPPY COSYNS

(released November 21)
BIOWARE returns to its high-
fantasy franchise and it is bigger
than ever.
A larger and more detailed

environment is the stage for
your adventures as the last
hope to save the world.
Retaining its strategic com-

bat management and
detailed conversation trees, it
provides you with the ability
to play how you want.

(Released November 4)
THE franchise is getting a much-
needed facelift with the introduc-
tion of the exoskeleton – a suit
that allows for boost jumps and
dodges that encourage you to

take to the air.
It gives the
game an added
dimension and
adds to the
already frenetic
pace – but the
core mechanics
remain the same,
providing a nice
balance between
the new and the
familiar.

(Released September 9)
THE most pre-ordered new
intellectual property in
gaming history.
There will be seven
multiplayer modes avail-
able at launch, including
Skirmish, Control and
Salvage.
The first expansion pack,
The Dark Below, was also
announced for December.
While it is an unusual
step, the game’s success
relies on having enough
content to keep the user
engaged, so it seems a
sensible move.

DREW’S FAVOURITE IN
SHOW

TUMFY AND THE DEECERS
WHO: Andrew Doherty
(vocals/guitar), Ciaran Gilbert
(guitar), Benedict Jones-Wil-
liams (guitar/vocals), Mat-
thew Turner (drums), Robbie
Hogarth (bass), Alexander
‘Betty’ Lambton (saxophone),
Jamie ‘Tumfy’ Smith (vibes/
tambourine)
WHERE: Peebles/Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Franz Ferdi-
nand, Belle And Sebastian,
The Coral
JIM SAYS: OK, so I was first
drawn to Tumfy And The
Deecers by their name.
They either had to be either

a terrible joke band or bril-
liant. I caught them last
month at the King Tut’s Sum-
mer Nights festival in Glas-
gow and was suitably
impressed. Their quirky indie
pop can’t fail to bring a smile
to your face. And the name?
Benedict said: “Our man-

ager, or ‘ginger Bez’, Jamie
Smith, has been known as
‘Tumfy’ his entire life. Back
home in Peebles the term
‘deecer’ applies to anyone of
above-average appearance.
“He’s Tumfy, we’re the

Deecers.”
Not only is Tumfy the man-

ager, but he also appears
onstage. much like the origi-
nal Bez with Happy Mondays.
At one of their first Glasgow

shows last year, he managed
to make a name for himself.
Benedict said “We were

being quite well received.
Tumfy gets it into his drunken
head the crowd really want to
see him. He clambers up
over the monitors and pro-

ceeds to knock over the
microphone and disconnect
vital cables.
“Andrew aimed a well-

placed kick at his backside
which sent him back over the
monitors, on to the dance-
floor. The crowd went wild, so
we now know the importance
of putting on a good show.”
Andrew and Benedict got

together as an acoustic duo
at school, before forming the
band in 2012.
They’ve ambitiously named

their debut EP The Greatest
Hits. but with the addition of
Betty on saxophone since
recording, the songs have
been further enhanced.
They hope to get back into

the studio soon with the new
line-up, thanks to free studio
time from the Riverside Music
Complex near Glasgow.
Benedict said “We audi-

tioned for their recording ini-
tiative for unsigned acts, sup-
ported by Creative Scotland.
We hope to have a single by
the end of the year.”
Tumfy And The Deecers

play The Jeremiah Weed
Cow Shed in Edinburgh’s
Cowgate tomorrow night.
They return to the capital on
September 13 to play Sneaky
Pete’s. The Greatest Hits EP
is available to download now.
MORE: tumfyandthedeecers.
com
Jim presents Drivetime on

XFM Scotland, Monday to Fri-
day 4-7pm. See xfm.co.uk
and jimgellatly.com

(Released September 5)
ALTHOUGH it has been a
while since we saw a new
game from this series, this
looks worth the wait.
It is easier than ever to
create your Sims, build your
dream house and live their
crazy lives out on your PC.
All new artif icial
intelligence means that
some truly entertaining
interactions happen all the
time.
Building your home is
easy, with template rooms
that you can plop down in
an instant.

JAMIE’S FAVOURITE IN
SHOW

DRAGONAGE:
INQUISITION

DEAD ISLAND 2

CALL OFDUTY:
ADVANCEDWARFARE

TOP 10
GAMES

(Released spring 2015)
MISSING the motion capture cat
that our Lee Price adored from E3,
Dead Island 2 brings scares and
humour in equal measure.
The co-op demo on the show

floor has you running around a
zombie-infested neighbourhood
carrying out objectives such as
defending certain locations.
Mixing melee and range combat

and using the environment to your
advantage is chaotic, but a real
blast.

ASSASSIN’S CREED
UNITY

THE SIMS 4

SINGLE

1. The Last of Us Remastered
2. Mario Kart 8
3. Tomodachi Life
4. Command and Conquer
5. SimCity: Cities of Tomorrow

6. Wolfenstein: The New Order
7. Company of Heroes 2
8. FIFA 14
9. Sniper Elite III
10. Grand Theft Auto V

Source: Game.co.uk

week

(Released November 18)
A NEW trailer was shown, giving
us the best view yet of the set-
ting of Kyrat.
This looks set to push open-
world boundaries further, with a
larger map and more immersive
world with breathtaking scenery.
PlayStation users can also
invite friends to Kyrat for up to
two hours to show off the game
and to encourage cooperative
questing.

(Released October 28)
UNITY aims to redefine the
franchise, focusing more on stealth
and less on combat.
Set in Paris during the French

Revolution, Ubisoft’s new trailer gave
us the biggest glimpse yet of both
the new gameplay and the detailed
setting.
Expect this to be one of the first

games to truly show the graphical
potential of the next generation
consoles.

DESTINY

FARCRY 4

(Released September 26)
IT’S difficult to imagine that the
team behind FIFA could continue
to innovate the long-adored
franchise.
That’s exactly

what they’ve
done, though.
The preview
build offers fluid
and detailed game-
play, with ball control
feeling more natural
than ever.
But the goal-

keepers have
seen the
most love –
they move
and react
with grace.
It looks like it’s going
to be another great
year for the game.

of the

NEW MUSIC
BY JIMGELLATLY

HOTHOT
TRACKSTRACKS
HOT
TRACKS

Listen to the band at
thescottishsun.co.uk

FIFA 15

EUROPE’S biggest games
show, Gamescom, takes place
this weekend in Cologne,
Germany, featuring first-time
hands-on demos and new

titles for this year and next.
JAMIE NIGHTINGALE and
DREW GIBSON report back on
what the event has to offer –
and pick their favourites .
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